
Live Beauty Shoot with Dariane Sanche - 9th February 2023

Question Answer

Can the photographer and art direct communicate with each other via Capture 1 or you need 
something like Teams or Skype for that?

Currently we do not offer a solution like this, but this sounds awesome, can you please create a 
feature request for me? https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?
ticket_form_id=5001426573597

does the session has to be saved online so the client see it or can it be on the computer? Your Live session is on the cloud, RAW files stay on your drive and we automatically push JPGs for 
the Live session online

How do you know who made the tags/selection? And how do you comment?
You can give permission for commenting when you start the Live session by inviting collaborators 
thru email. Comments will have the email address linked to them. Ratings right now anonymous, but 
we are working on improving it!

Which version of CaptureOne do you use? Dariane is on Capture One 23, you get a free version of Live included! 
thank you :)

are the images transferred as JPEG or as RAW?
Your RAW images stay safe and sound on your end, the client doesn't have access to them. They get 
a web resolution jpeg in their Live session. 
thx

can you overwrite each others ratings? Currently ratings and tags do overwrite. But this is already in our backlog to improve!
Is the live feature in CaptureOne 23 only free once for 24 hours? Or can it be used as often as I 
want?

You can have 1 Live session running at the same time. As soon as you stop sharing you can start a 
new one :)

So I guess once ratings can be tracked to accounts, one could also filter through different 
collaborators ratings? would be great to too see common ratings etc. with larger teams.

Right now ratings overwrite each other, we are working on a solution already for this. But you are 
able to sort photos in the browser by clicking on the magnify icon in the top right,

If you're shooting tethered at a remote location into capture one on a laptop, can you sync those 
photos into C1 back at the ranch on a desktop?

You can do that with our iPad app right now! Tether into the iPad -> do a cloud transfer to your 
desktop.  I believe you get to sync back a 1,000 images a time right now.

Does this work with the client side only having a web browser? Absolutely, works on anything that is connected to the internet! I am watching from my laptop and 
ipad right now.

Will C1 Live be coming to the iPad?!?! Hey Dan, I do not have a release date yet for you, but we are on it! 
Fantastic news!!!

Can this be accessed when the shooter is offline?
Absolutely, you as a viewer can rate, tag, and comment while the photographer is offline. Once they 
open up Capture One again, they just have to Resume Sharing the sessions and all color ratings and 
star ratings will appear in Capture One for them

I'd like very much the shots as the appear (are shot) to be displayed full screen - not as small icons. 
What can I do? Click on the little binocular on the top right to enter follow mode
How do you set the watermark in live shoot? From the “live” icon in the toolbar.  Any of your export recipes with watermarks can be used.
Is it possible to crop the pictures in the viewer mode? Currently this is not available, but please create a feature request for us! https://

support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?ticket_form_id=5001426573597

Is this included in the C1 subscription or you need an additional one?&nbsp;
Capture One 23 has a free version of Live, if you want the Unlimited version it's $5 per month. 
Here's an overview: https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/articles/4403611619985-Capture-
One-Live-overview

How many people can collaborate on the free version?&nbsp; Upto 25

Can the comments be exported in a PDF/contact sheet?
We are looking into an email solution for this, but a PDF is a great idea too! Can you please make a 
feature request for me? https://support.captureone.com/hc/en-us/requests/new?
ticket_form_id=5001426573597

Can one use C1 live with existing albums not taken in C1 Live? Absolutely, you can share any album you like! But you cannot share Smart Albums as of now.
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